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In vivo characterization of the human
glioblastoma infiltrative edge with label-free
intraoperative fluorescence lifetime imaging
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Abstract: Challenges in identifying a glioblastoma’s infiltrative edge during neurosurgical
procedures result in rapid recurrence. A label-free fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIm) device
was used to evaluate glioblastoma’s infiltrative edge in vivo in 15 patients (89 samples). FLIm
data were analyzed according to tumor cell density, infiltrating tissue type (gray and white matter),
and diagnosis history (new or recurrent). Infiltrations in white matter from new glioblastomas
showed decreasing lifetimes and a spectral red shift with increasing tumor cell density. Areas of
high versus low tumor cell density were separated through a linear discriminant analysis with a
ROC-AUC=0.74. Current results support the feasibility of intraoperative FLIm for real-time
in vivo brain measurements and encourage refinement to predict glioblastoma infiltrative edge,
underscoring the ability of FLIm to optimize neurosurgical outcomes.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common type of malignant primary brain tumors (49%) and the
most devastating with an average of 7% 5-year survival [1]. Maximal surgical tumor resection is
the standard treatment for GBM patients. Typically, this results in a median patient survival rate
of 12-14 months [2]. Such poor prognosis is attributed to the highly infiltrative nature of GBM.
Accurate identification of tumor tissue around the surgical resection margins during the surgical
procedure would lead to maximizing the extent of resection, minimally compromising eloquent
areas, which is key to prolonging patient survival [2,3]. However, despite continuous efforts
and innovative detection technologies to identify infiltration areas, surgeons still lack reliable
means to properly assess resection margins [4]. The overarching goal of this study is to evaluate
whether a label-free fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIm) device can be used to identify areas
of the infiltrative edge, defined as the areas of infiltration with various densities of tumor cells
spreading into the viable brain parenchyma, within the surgical resection margins.

Histopathological evaluation remains the gold standard to determine the presence of tumor
cells, with clear limiting factors. Such an approach is invasive due to tissue removal and
time- consuming; thus, impractical when assessing the entire resection bed during surgery.
Neuronavigational guidance based on pre-operative MRI is standard practice to localize the
tumor mass, but standard MRI often underestimates the GBM infiltrating edge [5]. Fluorescence
guided surgery (e.g., 5-ALA-induced fluorescence [6], near-infrared imaging [7]) provides in situ
visual feedback of the tumor mass location. Current implementation of these methods, however,
rely on fluorescence intensity measurements, which are qualitative, and have low sensitivity at the
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infiltrating edge [8,9]. Other emerging technologies for assessing the extent of resection include
intraoprative MRI [10], intraoperative ultrasound [11], and Raman spectroscopy [12]. Raman
spectroscopy has a remarkable biochemical specificity that can resolve tissue type and areas with
dense or invading cancer cells with high accuracy [13]. Additionally, integration through biopsy
needles has demonstrated good performance in distinguishing areas of high tumor cellularity
from normal brain [14,15] in preliminary in vivo studies. However, spontaneous Raman signals
are weak and require longer integration times compared to fluorescence. With FLIm each point
measurement is acquired in less than 1 µs, enabling free-hand scanning over large areas of tissue
to minimize sampling error [16]. Moreover, unlike the Raman spectroscopy approaches currently
available, FLIm does not require direct contact with tissue and can operate in the presence of
any ambient light, allowing the surgeons to perform parallel imaging and resection work. On a
different approach, stimulated Raman scattering was used to examine freshly excised brain tumor
specimens in the operating room to recapitulate H&E stained tissue sections for histopathological
evaluation (aka., stimulated Raman histology) to identify infiltration zones [17], and diagnose
glioma types [18] with microscopic resolution.

FLIm has been integrated with the surgical workflow in the neurosurgical suite [19] ] and has
also demonstrated ability to discriminate between brain tissue types and lesions [19–23] based on
tissue endogenous fluorescence, most notably from the emission of NAD(P)H and FAD, lipids,
and porphyrins [24]. However, the FLIm signatures across the gradient of tumor cell densities
in the infiltrative edge remain to be characterized. Implementing intraoperative FLIm through
free-hand scanning of the surgical cavity enables rapid data acquisition from suspicious areas at
the resection margins that can be ad hoc selected as the surgery progresses. Therefore, if FLIm
can provide information on tumor cell density within the surgical resection margins, it could be
an adjunct screening tool for neurosurgical procedures.

This study aimed 1) to characterize the FLIm signatures of GBM’s infiltrative edge according
to tumor cell density, tissue type the tumor infiltrates into (white matter versus gray matter), and
diagnosis history (new versus recurrent GBM); and 2) to assess the potential of intraoperative
FLIm to instantaneously detect areas of increased tumor density. The ability to identify areas
with increased tumor cellularity around the resection margins in real-time could have a significant
impact on GBM patients’ surgical therapy and outcomes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Human patients

Fifteen patients diagnosed with glioblastoma (GBM), WHO grade IV, IDH wild-type were
enrolled in this study. The study cohort consisted of 10 males and 5 females, with a median age
of 58.1 (ranging between 43 -76). Twelve patients presented with newly diagnosed GBM, and
three patients had recurrent GBM. Table 1 summarizes the patient demographic information and
indicates the number of images/samples acquired/collected from each patient. A total of 89 tissue
samples were further categorized as white matter or gray matter, according to their location.
Informed consent was obtained from each patient before surgery. This study was approved by the
University of California, Davis Institutional Review Board.

2.2. FLIm device

The FLIm instrument used in this study has been previously described [19,25]. A 355 nm pulsed
laser (pulse duration <0.6 ns, pulse energy >2 µJ, 120 Hz repetition rate, STV-02E-1x0, TEEM
photonics, France) was used to excite tissue autofluorescence. A handheld flexible multimode
fiber optic probe (3 m long, 365 µm core diameter, FG365UEC; Thorlabs, NJ) was used to guide
the excitation light into the tissue and collect tissue autofluorescence to the detection module
composed of four spectral bands: 390/40 nm, 470/28 nm, 540/50 nm and 629/53 nm. The
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Table 1. Patient demographic characteristics and number of FLIm images and biopsy samples
acquired around the tumor resection margins. The number of samples is further divided

considering their tissue type according to histopathological evaluation. N-H/L: non-Hispanic/Latino;
H/L: Hispanic/Latino.

Subject Sex Age Race Ethnicity
Number of samples in

white matter gray matter none

1 M 57 White N-H/L 4 1 -

2 M 43 Unknown H/L 5 1 1

3 M 60 Asian N-H/L 3 3 -

4 F 52 White H/L 3 - 2

5 F 64 White N-H/L 4 3 -

6 M 56 White N-H/L 6 2 1

7 F 69 White N-H/L 5 - -

8 M 64 White N-H/L 5 - -

9 M 68 White N-H/L 5 4 -

10 M 55 White N-H/L 4 1 -

11 M 76 White N-H/L 4 1 -

12 F 51 White N-H/L 4 1 -

Total (new GBM) 52 17 4

13 M 61 White N-H/L 3 - 1

14 F 60 White N-H/L 5 1 -

15 M 61 White N-H/L 5 1 -

Total (recurrent GBM) 13 2 1

Total 65 19 5

signal detected at 629/53 nm was of negligible intensity and hence not used for this study. Each
spectral band was temporally multiplexed through delay fibers on a single microchannel plate
photomultiplier tube (MCP-PMT, R3809U-50; Hamamatsu, Japan) connected to an amplifier
(AM-1607-3000; Miteq Inc.) and a high-speed digitizer (12.5 GS/s, PXIe-5185; National
Instruments, TX) that sampled the fluorescence decays. The FLIm measurement locations
were highlighted with an integrated aiming beam (445 nm continuous-wave solid-state laser,
TECBL-50G-440-USB; World Star Tech, Canada) [26]. Tissue exposure to light (UV pulsed
laser and blue aiming beam) was kept below the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) allowed
by the American Standard for Safe Use of Lasers ANSI Z136.1 [27]. For compliance, the 355
nm laser was used at 1.2 µJ and 120 Hz repetition rate, and the power of the 445 nm laser was
0.25 mW. These values provided a safe dwell time of 5 seconds per location, which was rarely
approached.

2.3. Data acquisition

FLIm measurements were acquired in vivo from patients undergoing craniotomy procedures for
tumor resection. Imaging was achieved by freely scanning the handheld probe across brain tissue
(1-3 mm distance between tissue and tip of the probe). Each point measurement comprised a
circular surface area with a diameter slightly larger than 365 µm and had a depth that ranged
from 150 to 250 µm. The FLIm instrument was connected to a neurosurgical microscope (OPMI
Pentero 900; Zeiss, Germany) at the time of surgery, which provided a video stream of the surgical
field of view. During tumor resection, FLIm measurements were acquired from 4 to 9 locations
along the resection margins selected for biopsy acquisition as part of the surgical procedure. The
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neurosurgeon (O.B.) first scanned the area of interest (∼ 1 cm2) with FLIm and subsequently
collected the tissue biopsy (2-3 mm3). This approach enabled a direct co-registration between
FLIm data and histopathology results for validation purposes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. a) Schematic of the FLIm acquisition and visualization in
the operating room. b) Schematic for biopsy collection and histopathological processing.
Results take about 20 minutes at best when frozen sections (FS) are collected - typically one
per case. H&E and molecular analysis of all the acquired biopsies are available at least 2
weeks after surgery. c) Schematic of the tumor margin measurements performed around
the resection margins showing areas of various degrees of tumor cell density (absent, low,
moderate, and high; see Table 2) and corresponding H&E images (obtained with a 20x
objective), and a representative fluorescence decay curve for each group.

Table 2. Tumor cellularity density definitions were based on the number of cells per high power
field (HPF; 0.5 mm field diameter using a 40x objective) or the percentage of surface covered by

tumor nuclei.

Tumor cellularity density Number of cells per HPF Surface covered by tumor nuclei

absent 0 0

low < 200 < 10 %

moderate 200 - 1000 10 - 25 %

high > 1000 > 25 %
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2.4. Data analysis

Every point measurement in a FLIm dataset consisted of three fluorescence intensity decays, one
per spectral band. The decays were background subtracted to remove fluorescence generated
within the imaging fiber probe and deconvolved with the instrument response function of the
system as described elsewhere [28]. Point measurements with a signal to noise ratio below
30 dB were discarded. For every spectral band, the average fluorescence lifetime and signal
intensity were extracted from the decay curves with a non-negative least-squared deconvolution
with Laguerre expansion method as previously described [29]. The average fluorescence lifetime
(τavg) was defined as the expected value of the probability density function of the decay. The
intensity ratio (IR) of each spectral band was computed as a measure of the sample spectral
characteristics by dividing each band’s intensity by the total sum of intensities.

Each individual sample was used as the unit of analysis, rather than individual point measure-
ments within the sample. Therefore, the analysis reports the mean and standard deviation values
of the average fluorescence lifetime and the intensity ratio for each spectral band. Non-parametric
tests were used to determine the statistical difference between two (Mann–Whitney U test - null
hypothesis: the two samples come from continuous distributions with equal medians) or more
groups (Kruskal-Wallis test - null hypothesis: all samples come from the same distribution).
p-values below 0.01 were considered statistically significant.

2.5. Tissue characterization through histopathology

Biopsies were evaluated by the neuropathologists (H.S.L.,L.-W.J.) following standard histopatho-
logical procedures. Each specimen was assigned a tissue type according to its location in the
brain parenchyma (gray or white matter) and a degree of tumor cellularity ranging from absent
and low, to moderate and high (Fig. 1(c)). The tumor cellularity density was assessed on a
semi-quantitative scale as detailed in Table 2.

The number of samples and point measurements acquired for each tissue type and tumor
cellularity group are reported in Table 3. The tissue type of samples with high tumor cellularity
was not discernible. Those samples were added to the analysis of both groups (gray and white
matter) as reference.

Table 3. Number of samples (number of point measurements) within each tissue type and tumor
cellularity density group.

absent low moderate high

white matter, new GBM 11 (833) 23 (2729) 18 (1312)
4 (223)

gray matter, new GBM 6 (548) 5 (553) 6 (406)

white matter, recurrent GBM 2 (67) 4 (150) 7 (430) 1 (73)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. FLIm signatures of the GBM infiltrative edge

3.1.1. Influence of the infiltrated tissue type: white matter versus gray matter

Previous studies indicate that endogenous fluorescence from gray and white matter have different
lifetime and spectral properties [19,20,23,30]. Such differences were verified on samples with no
and low tumor cells and the subsequent analysis was therefore performed separately for samples
located in either tissue type (Fig. 2).

White matter free from tumor cells or with low tumor cell density exhibited a longer average
lifetime in the mid- and long-spectral bands (470 nm and 542 nm) compared to tumor cellularity-
matching samples in gray matter (Fig. 2). At shorter wavelengths (390 nm band) the average
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Fig. 2. FLIm parameters variation with infiltrating tissue type. Lifetime and intensity ratio
of samples with no, low, and moderate tumor cell presence in gray and white matter, for all
spectral bands.

fluorescence lifetime values from both tissue types were comparable. The longer fluorescence
lifetime found in white matter may be in part due to contributions from the lipid components of
the myelinated axons [23], which are likely excited at 355 nm and their fluorescence extends into
the mid and long spectral bands.

In samples with moderate tumor cell density, the fluorescence properties from the tumor
cells seemed to dominate the overall fluorescence signal, and on average, the mean fluorescence
lifetimes values, as well as the intensity ratios, from both groups became indistinguishable.

The current instrument sampled three spectral bands used as a proxy of the sample’s spectral
profile. For samples with no or a low number of tumor cells, white matter emission was
blue-shifted relative to gray matter. For white matter, the intensity ratio in the 390-nm band was
higher or comparable to that in the 470-nm band, whereas for gray matter the highest intensity
ratio was found in the 470-nm band. These results align with previous literature that highlight
the prominence of NAD(P)H fluorescence in brain tissue [20,31–34]. The red-shifted spectrum
of gray matter is likely due to the increased total cell density compared to white matter, which
results in more mitochondrial and hence NAD(P)H content [35].

3.1.2. Influence of the tumor cell density

Figure 3 shows the effect of tumor cell density on the fluorescence lifetime and spectral properties
for each tissue type. The average fluorescence lifetime of samples in white matter decreased with
increasing tumor cell density in the spectral bands centered at 470 nm and 542 nm, although
non-significantly. At 390 nm, the average lifetime was comparable across tumor cell densities
and only increased, on average, for the samples with the highest cellularity. For samples located
in gray matter, the average lifetimes seemed unperturbed by the presence of tumor cells.

For both gray and white matter, however, there was a spectral red shift with increasing tumor
cell density. To quantify the red shift, the cumulative density function of the ratio between the
intensity at 390 nm and 470 nm was computed (Fig. 3). All scanned tissue with high tumor
cellularity had the highest intensity ratio in the 470-nm band (cdf (I390/I470)<1).For white matter
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Fig. 3. FLIm parameter variation with tumor cell density. Lifetime, intensity ratio, and
cumulative density function (cdf) of the intensity ratio between 390 nm and 470 nm of
samples with no, low, moderate, and high tumor cell presence in gray and white matter.

tissue, a point measurement taken in an area with no tumor cells had a 44% probability of having
a stronger intensity at the 470-nm band than at the 390-nm band (cdf (I390/I470)<1). About
half of the point measurements acquired from white matter tissue with low tumor cellularity
were red-shifted compared to normal white matter (cdf (I390/I470) = 0.55) and 91% of point
measurements in samples with moderate tumor cellularity had a stronger contribution in the
470-nm band. Point measurements from gray matter were overall red-shifted than those in white
matter. 75% of points from pure gray matter tissue had a stronger intensity contribution at 470
nm. Almost all points in the low and moderate tumor cell density groups for gray matter had a
dominant signal in this band (cdf (I390/I470) = 0.96, and 0.93, respectively).

The current results align with previous studies that performed intensity- or spectral-based
fluorescence measurements of human glioblastoma. Most studies report an emission maximum
of GBM between 460 and 490 nm that is similar to or red-shifted from that of normal brain
[23,30,33,34,36]. However, not all studies found spectral discrimination between the three tissue
types (white matter, gray matter, and tumor) [37], and others reported a blue shift in the GBM
emission spectrum compared to that of control brain tissue [38,39]. All these studies employed
different excitation wavelengths. The excitation wavelength influences the efficiency at which
the various intrinsic fluorophores are excited, possibly contributing to the varying results. In
vivo and ex vivo conditions could also influence the fluorescence emission or lifetime values. A
red spectral shift was reported in vivo compared to ex vivo measurements [33]. Another factor
leading to disagreements in the reported spectral properties is the distinct spectral sensitivity
responses from the different detectors employed in the earlier studies.

Three patients in this study presented with recurrent GBM and history of previous surgery,
chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. The FLIm signatures from these patients differed from those
of newly diagnosed GBM (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). While a rather small number of patients
and collected samples were available for the analysis, current results indicate that the lifetimes
from samples with previous GBM history were overall longer than those from newly diagnosed
GBM patients. Moreover, the lifetime values increased with increasing tumor cellularity (Fig. 4),
instead of the decreasing trend observed in newly diagnosed GBMs (Fig. 3). The spectral profile,
however, also red shifted with increased cellularity compared to samples with no tumor cells
(absent), but no progressive shift was detected between samples from low, moderate and high
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tumor cellularity (Fig. 4). The prior surgeries and radio/chemotherapies generated scar tissue
and necrosis, as confirmed by pathology. Brain necrosis has been associated with longer lifetime
values [19].

Fig. 4. FLIm parameter variation with tumor cell density of samples from patients with
recurrent GBM. Lifetime and intensity ratio of samples with no, low, moderate, and high
tumor cell presence infiltrating white matter.

3.2. Classification ability of intraoperative FLIm: a pilot analysis

The distinct fluorescence lifetime and spectral properties of GBM and normal tissue indicate
that FLIm has the potential to identify tumor tissue around the infiltrative edge. Previous studies
have utilized machine learning analysis to discriminate between brain tissue types (white matter
and gray matter) and low- and high-grade gliomas [20,30]. In contrast, the goal here was to
discriminate between areas of high and low tumor cell density within the surgical resection
margins. For this, a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was performed on a dataset obtained
during surgery (in vivo) and curated for similar histopathological and clinical characteristics.
The classification features considered for this pilot study included the average lifetimes (LT), the
intensity ratios (IR), and the Laguerre coefficients (LC) in all three spectral bands. A leave-on-out
validation was applied, where all samples from a single patient were omitted from the training
set. Due to the low number of gray matter samples available, the analysis was performed only on
white matter samples from newly diagnosed GBM patients.

With the current dataset, a multi-class classifier failed to accurately identify the 4 groups of
tumor cell density used in this study. The highest degree of confusion was observed between
absent and low cellularity samples and between moderate and high cellularity samples, indicating
that a binary classifier between normal and tumor samples could yield better results. Three LDA
classifier models partitioned the data into "Negative" and "Positive" classes using different tumor
cellularity thresholds. Table 4 shows the confusion matrices and performance parameters for
each model. The best accuracy (65%) was achieved by the model that considered absent and low
tumor cellularity samples as "Negative" and samples with moderate and high tumor cellularity as
"Positive" (Table 4(B)), as the results of the multi-class classifier suggested. Partitioning the
data between "absent" and all the other groups (Table 4(A)) yielded a high sensitivity (81%), but
very low specificity (2%) as a result of many false positives. Thus, the samples free of tumor
were incorrectly classified. When only samples with high tumor cell density were considered
"Positive" (Table 4(C)), the model performed at high specificity (96%) and low sensitivity (13%).
Thus, it had a high rate of false negatives, misclassifying tumor samples as "Negative". With
current data, the most accurate detection threshold of intraoperative FLIm was between low
and moderate tumor cell density, that is, between 10 and 25% of the surface covered by tumor
cells. While this is a first analysis employing a small dataset and a non-optimized classifier,
current results suggest that FLIm has the potential to identify the GBM infiltrating edges, in
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particular those exhibiting high tumor cellularity. If left behind, such areas could trigger rapid
tumor re-occurrence.

Table 4. Confusion matrices and performance of LDA models for varying tumor cellularity
thresholds.

A. Negative (NEG) = absent; Positive (POS) = low + moderate + high

Predict
POS NEG sensitivity specificity accuracy

True
POS 81.1% 18.9%

0.81 0.02 0.41
NEG 98.2% 1.8%

B. NEG = absent + low; POS = moderate + high

Predict
POS NEG sensitivity specificity accuracy

True
POS 58.2% 41.8%

0.58 0.72 0.65
NEG 28.2% 71.8%

C. NEG = absent + low + moderate; POS = high

Predict
POS NEG sensitivity specificity accuracy

True
POS 13.0% 87.0%

0.13 0.96 0.55
NEG 4.1% 95.9%

The classification ability of the basic FLIm features was further investigated for the model
presented in Table 4(B). A combination of lifetimes, intensity ratios, and Laguerre coefficients
achieved the best performance on the LDA model (74% AUC) (Fig. 5). Classification performance
dropped when employing lifetimes or intensity ratios alone. The Laguerre coefficients alone
performed better than the lifetime and intensity ratios and their combination (AUC = 67%).
Independently combining Laguerre coefficients with lifetime or intensity ratios improved the
classifier’s performance to around 70% AUC.

Fig. 5. Classification results of the LDA models with different feature combinations. The
classification was performed only on samples from primary GBM on white matter tissue
where the positive class contained samples with moderate and high tumor cellularity and the
negative class contained samples absent of tumor cells and with low tumor cellularity.
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3.3. Limitations and further considerations

The current study needs a bigger and more balanced dataset. The number of data points
(observations) in this study was rather low (example, data from white matter tissue: p = 5097
point measurements, from n = 56 samples, from N = 12 patients with newly diagnosed GBM),
and unbalanced, with more than double the points in the "Negative" class than the "Positive" class.
It is expected that additional data and carefully selected features will improve the performance of
the classifiers. Nonetheless, this pilot analysis focused on areas of the infiltrative edge of newly
diagnosed GBM patients shows that the intraoperative FLIm device has the potential to identify
areas of infiltrating tumor in the brain parenchyma (in white matter in particular). Current results
serve as a basis for future studies to demonstrate the ability of intraoperative FLIm for real-time,
label-free assessment of surgical margins as an adjunct for tumor resection guidance.

The GBM infiltrative edge is not solely characterized by the tumor cell density. Other
parameters may affect tissue autofluorescence and should be considered in upcoming analyses.
These include the varying degree of microvascular proliferation and hypoxia around the infiltrative
edge [40] and the presence of immune cells in the microenvironment [41].

Further refinement of the validation strategy could yield more specific results. The spatial
resolution of the current instrument is limited by the fiber probe (in this study, the probe consisted
of a simple multimode fiber without any focusing element). More advanced fiber probe designs
compatible with ultraviolet pulse excitation with increased lateral resolution could decrease
registration errors. With the current approach, all data with SNR above 30 dB was included
in the analysis without considering its spatial distribution. Pre-screening the images to discard
points that could lay outside of the biopsy area or off the tissue of interest (i.e., blood pools, or
surgical equipment) could further refine the dataset.

4. Conclusion

The fluorescence lifetime signatures of the infiltrative edge of glioblastoma tumors were
characterized on a curated set of histopathology-validated samples. To minimize labeling errors,
only data from biopsied samples analyzed for tissue type and tumor cell density were included
in the analysis. As previously reported [23,30,34], and further verified here (Fig. 2), white and
gray matter exhibited significant fluorescence lifetime differences. Thus, to characterize the
FLIm signatures of the infiltrative edge, it was important to verify the brain tissue type the tumor
infiltrated into. Failing to consider the tissue type resulted in the loss of discrimination power. At
the time of surgery, however, the underlying tissue type may not be evident, especially when the
tumor nears the eloquent cortex. Surgical neuronavigation may serve as an indication of the most
likely tissue type, leading to selecting a FLIm-based classification tuned for white or gray matter.

Samples with different degrees of tumor cellularity exhibited differences in lifetime and
intensity ratios that could be missed when grouped together (Fig. 3). As shown in previous
reports, low-grade gliomas have shorter lifetimes than normal brain tissue [20], but GBM
data appeared with inconsistent trends. Studies measuring glioblastoma fluorescence spectral
and lifetime properties acknowledged heterogeneous fluorescence [20], which may be a direct
consequence of the tumor’s morphological and biochemical heterogeneity [41–43]. Such
heterogeneity was also present in the current results (large standard deviation). However, when
evaluating the data accounting for similar anatomical and histological characteristics, more
consistent trends emerged, highlighting the importance of data curation. Besides separating
the datasets into gray and white matter, the previous history of the patient also contributed to
increased variability in the FLIm signatures. Samples from patients with recurrent GBM who had
undergone surgery and radio-/chemotherapy in the past exhibited distinct FLIm characteristics
than newly diagnosed GMBs (Fig. 4), which can partly be explained by contributions of scar
tissue and necrotic areas observed in those tumors.
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Intraoperative FLIm appears capable of detecting areas of high tumor cell density of the
infiltrative edge of GBM tumors (Fig. 5). While the current approach does not provide microscopic
resolution to identify single cells, it enables rapid scanning to survey the surgical resection cavity
that could lead to in situ and real-time feedback on infiltrations of tumor into brain parenchyma.
Eventually, if label-free intraoperative FLIm can predict the tumor cell density in the infiltrative
edge in real-time, it would be of great clinical value to optimize the extent of resection for each
patient, contributing to better neurosurgical outcomes.
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